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A primary focus of this Little Library is to enhance the communities interaction with its form and provide opportunities for motion, repose, and
creative thought. The operation for accessing the books is much like that
of opening a book; the book cases are grasped and slowly rotated open
to reveal the books inside. The vertical fins are much like the pages of a
book, when bound together provide rigidity unifying the entire structure,
and when approached from the front begin to reveal the texts within.
Upon further exploration the user can find the benches that are contained
within the base of the Little Library. The benches slide easily out of the
base to provide a perfect location for rest, conversation or indulgence in
the book of your choice.

All-thread rod
U.V. resistant frosted acrylic sheet
Marine grade plywood frame
U.V. resistant frosted
acrylic sheet
Brushed aluminum
book case
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The little library will be milled from 4 x 8 sheets
of recycled plywood sheets joined together
by ½” all-thread rod with a washer and nut
assembly on each end. The milled profiles of
the little library are designed to maximize the
useable area of the 4 x 8 sheet and minimize
waste. The shelving units that will store the
books will be constructed with aluminum sheet
metal with a translucent UV resistant acrylic
window panel to provide better visibility of the
books as well as increased protection from
the sun’s rays. The book cases will pivot on a
custom piano hinge that runs the entire height
of the unit. A UV resistant acrylic sheet lines
the interior of the plywood frames and protect
the book cases within.

